The following list of faculty and staff are available to advise students about majors, minors, transfer credit and cluster exceptions within their programs and academic departments. Additionally, these individuals are authorized to sign off on forms to declare majors and minors, and to approve transfer credit toward a major or minor. You are encouraged to consult the department/program website for their posted office hours.*

*Please note for Spring 2021 faculty and staff on the Authorized Approval List may not have in-person office hours. Please check the department website or email the appropriate party using the list below.

AFRICAN & AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES
Transfer Credit (including study abroad): Cilas Kemedjio, (585) 275-9207, Morey 316, ciko@mail.rochester.edu
Major: same
Minor: same

AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE
Transfer credit (including study abroad): Guillaume Chastel, (585) 286-2714 (vp), Lattimore 116H, guillaume.chastel@rochester.edu
Major: same
Minor: same

AMERICAN STUDIES
Transfer credit: Niary Tajerian, (585) 276-5305, Morey 206, niary.tajerian@rochester.edu
Study Abroad transfer credit: Niary Tajerian (as above)
Major: Niary Tajerian (as above)
Minor: Niary Tajerian (as above)

ANTHROPOLOGY
Transfer credit:
Llerena Searle, (585) 275-8740, Latimore 443, llerena.searle@rochester.edu (Primary Contact)
Robert Foster, (585) 275-8741, Latimore 445, robert.foster@rochester.edu
Kathryn Mariner, (585) 275-8734, Latimore 444, kathryn.mariner@rochester.edu
John Osburg, (585) 273-3329, Latimore 436, john.osburg@rochester.edu
Kristin Doughty, (585) 275-5155, Latimore 437, kristin.doughty@rochester.edu
Thomas Gibson, (585) 275-8739, Latimore 442, thomas.gibson@rochester.edu
D. Reichman, (585) 275-8737, Latimore 439, daniel.reichman@rochester.edu
Study Abroad transfer credit:
Llerena Searle, (585) 275-8740, Latimore 443, llerena.searle@rochester.edu
Major: same
Minor: same

ARCHAEOLOGY, TECHNOLOGY, and HISTORICAL STRUCTURES
Transfer credit: Renato Perucchio, (585) 275-4069, Hopeman 415, renato.perucchio@rochester.edu
Study Abroad transfer credit: same
Major: same
Minor: same
ART AND ART HISTORY
Transfer credit (including Study Abroad):
Art History: Joan Saab, (585) 275-7922, Morey 506, joan.saab@rochester.edu
Rachel Haidu, (585) 275-4112, Morey 508, rachel.haidu@rochester.edu

Studio Art: Allen Topolski, (585) 273-5994, Sage Arts Center, allen.topolski@rochester.edu
Stephanie Ashenfelder, (585) 273-5995, Sage Arts Center, stephanie.ashenfelder@rochester.edu

Major: same
Minor: same

AUDIO & MUSIC ENGINEERING
Transfer Credit (including Study Abroad): Barbara. Dick, (585) 275-5719, Computer Studies Bldg. 510, barbara.dick@rochester.edu

Major: Mark Bocko, (585) 275-4879, Computer Studies Bldg. 709, mark.bocko@rochester.edu
Chair: Marvin Doyley, (585) 275-3774, Computer Studies Bldg. 518, marvin.doyley@rochester.edu
Barbara Dick, (585) 275-5719, CSB 510, barbara.dick@rochester.edu

Minor: Mark Bocko (as above), Barbara Dick (as above)

BIOLOGY and the BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
BIO Transfer Credit Evaluations
Submit requests to have biology transfer credit evaluated for possible equivalency to UR courses on-line at: https://form.jotform.com/92163302128145#ap-transfer-credit

*Administrative Contact: Marianne Arcoraci, (585) 275-3850, marianne.arcoraci@rochester.edu
Faculty Evaluator: Danielle Presgraves, (585) 275-2634, Hutchinson 478, danielle.presgraves@rochester.edu

BA BIO (Biology Major):
Declaration Instructions Visit: http://www.sas.rochester.edu/bio/undergraduate/advising.html - major-declaration

*Administrative Contact: Marianne Arcoraci, (585) 275-3850, marianne.arcoraci@rochester.edu
Faculty Track Coordinator: Danielle Presgraves, (585) 275-2634, Hutchinson 478, danielle.presgraves@rochester.edu

Directors: Cheeptip Benyajati, (585) 275-8040, Hutchison 474, cheeptip.benyajati@rochester.edu
Elaine Sia, (585) 275-9275, Hutchison 332, elaine.sia@rochester.edu

BS BSG (Biology: General Track)
Declaration Instructions Visit: http://www.sas.rochester.edu/bio/undergraduate/advising.html - major-declaration

*Administrative Contact: Marianne Arcoraci, (585) 275-3850, marianne.arcoraci@rochester.edu
Faculty Track Coordinator: James Fry, (585) 275-7835 or (585) 275-8834, Hutchison 318, james.fry@rochester.edu

Directors: Cheeptip Benyajati, (585) 275-8040, Hutchison 474, cheeptip.benyajati@rochester.edu
Elaine Sia, (585) 275-9275, Hutchison 332, elaine.sia@rochester.edu

BS BCB (Computational Biology Major)
Declaration Instructions Visit: http://www.sas.rochester.edu/bio/undergraduate/advising.html - major-declaration

*Administrative Contact: Marianne Arcoraci, (585) 275-3850, marianne.arcoraci@rochester.edu
Faculty Track Coordinator: Amanda Larracuente, (585) 273-1693, Hutchison 343, alarracu@bio.rochester.edu

Directors: Cheeptip Benyajati, (585) 275-8040, Hutchison 474, cheeptip.benyajati@rochester.edu
Elaine Sia, (585) 275-9275, Hutchison 332, elaine.sia@rochester.edu

BS BCD (Cell and Developmental Biology Major)
Declaration Instructions Visit: http://www.sas.rochester.edu/bio/undergraduate/advising.html - major-declaration

*Administrative Contact: Marianne Arcoraci, (585) 275-3850, marianne.arcoraci@rochester.edu
Faculty Track Coordinator: David Lambert, (585) 273-2482 or x5-7521, Hutchison 344, dlamber2@ur.rochester.edu

Directors: Cheeptip Benyajati, (585) 275-8040, Hutchison 474, cheeptip.benyajati@rochester.edu
Elaine Sia, (585) 275-9275, Hutchison 332, elaine.sia@rochester.edu
BS BEB (Ecology and Evolutionary Biology Major)
Declaration Instructions Visit: http://www.sas.rochester.edu/bio/undergraduate/advising.html - major-declaration
*Administrative Contact: Marianne Arcoraci, (585) 275-3850, marianne.arcoraci@rochester.edu
Faculty Track Coordinator: Class of 2021: James Fry, (585) 275-7835 or (585) 275-8834, Hutchison 318, james.fry@rochester.edu, Class of 2022, 23, ...: A. Uy, (585) 273-1309, Hutchison 450, al.uy@rochester.edu
Directors: Cheeptip Benyajati, (585) 275-8040, Hutchison 474, cheeptip.benyajati@rochester.edu
Elaine Sia, (585) 275-9275, Hutchison, 332, elaine.sia@rochester.edu

BS BMG (Molecular Genetics Major)
Declaration Instructions Visit: http://www.sas.rochester.edu/bio/undergraduate/advising.html - major-declaration
*Administrative Contact: Marianne Arcoraci, (585) 275-3850, marianne.arcoraci@rochester.edu
Faculty Track Coordinator: Elaine Sia, (585) 275-9275, Hutchison, 332, elaine.sia@rochester.edu
Directors: Cheeptip Benyajati, (585) 275-8040, Hutchison 474, cheeptip.benyajati@rochester.edu
Elaine Sia, (585) 275-9275, Hutchison, 332, elaine.sia@rochester.edu

BS BMB (Microbiology Major)
Declaration Instructions Visit: http://www.sas.rochester.edu/bio/undergraduate/advising.html - major-declaration
*Administrative Contact: Marianne Arcoraci, (585) 275-3850, marianne.arcoraci@rochester.edu
BMB Faculty Track Coordinator: Jacques Robert, (585) 275-1722, Rm 2-11124, jacques_robert@URMC.Rochester.edu
UPBM Directors: Cheeptip Benyajati, (585) 275-8040, Hutchison 474, cheeptip.benyajati@rochester.edu
Elaine Sia, (585) 275-9275, Hutchison, 332, elaine.sia@rochester.edu

BS BBC (Biochemistry Major)
Declaration Instructions Visit: http://www.sas.rochester.edu/bio/undergraduate/advising.html - major-declaration
*Administrative Contact: Marianne Arcoraci, (585) 275-3850, marianne.arcoraci@rochester.edu
BBC Faculty Track Coordinator: Elizabeth Grayhack, (585) 275-2765, Med 3-7415, elizabeth_grayhack@urmc.rochester.edu
UPBM Directors: Cheeptip Benyajati, (585) 275-8040, Hutchison 474, cheeptip.benyajati@rochester.edu
Elaine Sia, (585) 275-9275, Hutchison, 332, elaine.sia@rochester.edu

BS BNS (Neuroscience Major)
Declaration Instructions Visit: http://www.sas.rochester.edu/bcs/neuro/advising.html
*Administrative Contact: M. Adelman, (585) 275-0541, Meliora 363, madelma2@ur.rochester.edu
Faculty Track Coordinator: R. Miller, (585) 275-7170, Meliora 303F, rmiller3@ur.rochester.edu
UPBM Directors: Cheeptip Benyajati, (585) 275-8040, Hutchison 474, cheeptip.benyajati@rochester.edu
Elaine Sia, (585) 275-9275, Hutchison, 332, elaine.sia@rochester.edu

Bi (Biology Minor):
Declaration Instructions Visit: http://www.sas.rochester.edu/bio/undergraduate/advising.html - major-declaration
*Administrative Contact: Marianne Arcoraci, (585) 275-3850, marianne.arcoraci@rochester.edu
Faculty Track Coordinator: Danielle Presgraves, (585) 275-2634, Hutchison 478, danielle.presgraves@rochester.edu
Directors: Cheeptip Benyajati, (585) 275-8040, Hutchison 474, cheeptip.benyajati@rochester.edu
Elaine Sia, (585) 275-9275, Hutchison, 332, elaine.sia@rochester.edu

Be (Computational Biology Minor)
Declaration Instructions Visit: http://www.sas.rochester.edu/bio/undergraduate/advising.html - major-declaration
*Administrative Contact: Marianne Arcoraci, (585) 275-3850, marianne.arcoraci@rochester.edu
Faculty Track Coordinator: Amanda Larracuente, (585) 273-1693, Hutchison 343, alarracu@bio.rochester.edu
Directors: Cheeptip Benyajati, (585) 275-8040, Hutchison 474, cheeptip.benyajati@rochester.edu
Elaine Sia, (585) 275-9275, Hutchison, 332, elaine.sia@rochester.edu
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Transfer credit (including study abroad):
Amy Lerner, (585) 275-7847, Goergen 307, amy.lerner@rochester.edu
Taimi Marple (585) 273-4754, Goergen 206, taimi.marple@rochester.edu
Major: Amy Lerner (as above)
Minor: Amy Lerner (as above)

BRAIN AND COGNITIVE SCIENCES
Transfer credit (including study abroad): Appropriate faculty member (through Melinda Adelman, (585) 275-0541, Meliora 363, madelma2@ur.rochester.edu)
Major: (See Melinda Adelman first, as noted above)
Kevin Davis, (585) 275-7187, Meliora 303E, kevin_davis@urmc.rochester.edu
Minor: (See M. Adelman first, as noted above)
Kevin Davis (as above)
All intended BCS majors must meet first with the Undergraduate Coordinator, Melinda Adelman.
Appointment calendar: https://rochesterbcs.youcanbook.me/. All major and minor declarations must be submitted online at https://secure1.rochester.edu/registrar/applications/major-minor-declaration.php.

BUSINESS
Transfer Credit (including study abroad):
Erin Coffey, (585) 275-0143, Carol Simon 2-211A, erin.coffey@simon.rochester.edu
Major: Erin Coffey (as above)
Minor: Erin Coffey (as above)

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Transfer credit (including study abroad):
First contact: Jennifer Condit, (585) 275-4042, Wegmans Hall 4519, jennifer.condit@rochester.edu
Eldred Chimowitz, (585) 275-8497, Wegmans Hall 4405, eldred.chimowitz@rochester.edu
Major: First contact: Jennifer Condit (as above)
Eldred Chimowitz (as above)
Minor: First contact: Jennifer Condit (as above)
CE: Eldred Chimowitz (as above)
EV: Eldred Chimowitz (as above)

CHEMISTRY
Transfer credit:
David McCamant, (585) 276-3122, Hutchinson B30, david.mccamant@rochester.edu
Deborah Contestabile, (585) 276-3663, Hutchison 404D, ugradadm@chem.rochester.edu
Study Abroad transfer credit: Deborah Contestabile (as above)
Major:
Deborah Contestabile, (as above)
David McCamant, (as above)
Alison Frontier, (585) 275-2568, Hutchison 414, frontier@chem.rochester.edu
Benjamin Hafensteiner, (585) 275-1936, Hutchison 124, benjamin.hafensteiner@rochester.edu
Lewis Rothberg, Hutchison 462, lewis.rothberg@rochester.edu
John Carl Olsen, (585) 275-8308, Hutchison 104, john-carl.olsen@rochester.edu
Wolf-Udo Schröder, (585) 275-8263, Hutchison 466, schroeder@chem.rochester.edu
Ignacio Franco, (585) 275-8209, Hutchison 454, ignacio.franco@rochester.edu
Minor: Same as Major.
COMPUTER SCIENCE

Transfer Credit/Study Abroad Credit Policy
https://www.cs.rochester.edu/undergraduate/transfer_credit.html

Major Declaration Instructions:
https://www.cs.rochester.edu/undergraduate/declaring_major.html

*First meet with your faculty advisor, then meet with the undergraduate coordinator.

Minor Declaration Instructions:
https://www.cs.rochester.edu/undergraduate/degree-requirements.html#minor

*DComplete at least 2 CSC courses with grades of C or better before declaring the minor.

DANCE

Transfer credit (including study abroad): M. Pföhl Smith, m.p.smith@rochester.edu

Major: https://www.sas.rochester.edu/dan/undergraduate/major.html

Email Missy Pföhl Smith, Director of the Program of Dance and Movement, m.p.smith@rochester.edu, for course/concentration planning.

Minor: https://www.sas.rochester.edu/dan/undergraduate/minors.html

Email Anne Harris Wilcox, awilcoxh@ur.rochester.edu, or Missy Pföhl Smith, m.p.smith@rochester.edu, to create a plan for courses.

DATA SCIENCE

Transfer Credit (including study abroad): **See Lisa Altman first**

Lisa Altman, (585) 275-5288, Wegmans Hall 1209, lisa.altman@rochester.edu

Ajay Anand, (585) 276-3149, Wegmans Hall 1203, ajay.anand@rochester.edu

Major: same as above

DIGITAL MEDIA STUDIES

Transfer Credit (including study abroad):

Stephanie Ashenfelder, (585) 273-5995, Morey 206, stephanie.ashenfelder@rochester.edu

Niary Tajerian, (585) 276-5305, Morey 206, niary.tajerian@rochester.edu

Major: Same (as above)

Minor: Same (as above)

EARTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

Transfer credit:

GEO: Dustin Trail, (585) 276-7182, Hutchison 224, dtrail@ur.rochester.edu

Gautam Mitra, (585) 275-5713,Hutchison 208A, gautam.mitra@rochester.edu

EVS, ESP: Karen Berger, (585) 275-5611, Hutchison 227B, karen.berger@rochester.edu

Lee Murray, (585) 275-2077, Hutchison 479, lee.murray@rochester.edu

GEM: Tolulope Olugboji (585) 276-6609, Hutchison 224B, Tolulope.olugboji@rochester.edu

Dustin Trail, (585) 276-7182, Hutchison 224, dtrail@ur.rochester.edu

Major:

GEO: Gautam Mitra, (585) 275-5713,Hutchison 208A, gautam.mitra@rochester.edu

Dustin Trail, (585) 276-7182, Hutchison 224, dtrail@ur.rochester.edu

EVS, ESP: Karen Berger, (585) 275-5713, Hutchison 227B, karen.berger@rochester.edu

Lee Murray, (585) 275-2077, Hutchison 479, lee.murray@rochester.edu

GEM: Tolulope Olugboji (585) 276-6609, Hutchison 224B, Tolulope.olugboji@rochester.edu

Dustin Trail, (585) 276-7182, Hutchison 224, dtrail@ur.rochester.edu

Study Abroad transfer credit:

GEO: Gautam Mitra, (585) 275-5713,Hutchison 208A, gautam.mitra@rochester.edu

Dustin Trail, (585) 276-7182, Hutchison 224, dtrail@ur.rochester.edu

EVS/ESP: Karen Berger, (585) 275-5611, Hutchison 227B, karen.berger@rochester.edu

Lee Murray, (585) 275-2077, Hutchison 479, lee.murray@rochester.edu
EAST ASIAN STUDIES
Transfer Credit: Appropriate faculty member (through Niary Tajerian, (585) 276-5305, Morey 206, niary.tajerian@rochester.edu)
John Osburg, (585) 273-3329, Lattimore 436, john.osburg@rochester.edu
Niary Tajerian, (585) 276-5305, Morey 206, niary.tajerian@rochester.edu
Elizabeth Weber, (585) 275-4251, Lattimore 402, e.e.weber@rochester.edu
Study Abroad transfer Credit: Same
Major: same
Minor: same

ECONOMICS
Transfer credit (including Study Abroad): Please only email one person using the alpha split listed below
(Student Last Name: A – I) Asen Kochov, (585) 273-4821, Harkness 238, asen.kochov@rochester.edu
(Student Last Name: J – R) Michael Rizzo, (585) 275-5273, Harkness 234, michael.rizzo@rochester.edu
(Student Last Name: S - Z) Michael Wolkoff, (585) 275-5279, Harkness 238B, michael.wolkoff@rochester.edu
Major: Any Faculty Advisor
Minor: Any Faculty Advisor

ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Transfer Credit (including study abroad):
Through Barbara Dick, (585) 275-5719, Computer Studies Bldg. 510, barbara.dick@rochester.edu
Major: Chair: Marvin Doyley, (585) 275-3774, Computer Studies Building 518, marvin.doyley@rochester.edu; UG Chair: Thomas Howard, Computer Studies Bldg. 732, (585) 275-3755, thoward@ece.rochester.edu;
Barbara Dick, (as above)
Minor: Barbara Dick, Marvin Doyley, Thomas Howard (as above)

ENGINEERING SCIENCE
Transfer Credit (including study abroad): Lisa Norwood, (585) 275-4155, Lattimore 301, lisa.norwood@rochester.edu
Major: same

ENGLISH
Majors and Minors:
British & American Literature; Language, Media and Communications and Theater:
Director of Undergraduate Studies: Jeffrey Tucker, Morey 418, jeffrey.tucker@rochester.edu
Creative Writing:
Advisor, Joanna Scott, 404c Morey, joanna.scott@rochester.edu
International Theatre Program (for programming and audition information):
Artistic Director, Nigel Master, 207 Todd Union, nigel.maister@rochester.edu
Transfer Credit (including study abroad): Students should consult with the Director of Undergraduate Studies for transfer credits. For Creative Writing specific credits, please contact the Creative Writing Advisor directly
All other questions: Cara Smith (585) 275-9255, Morey 426, csmith73@ur.rochester.edu or Sherri Gunter (585) 275-9258, Morey 426, sherri.gunter@rochester.edu. Sherri is an additional signature for all purposes but only after students have consulted with one of the faculty advisors and approval has been sent to Sherri by the faculty member.

ENVIRONMENTAL HUMANITIES
Minor: Leila Nadir, lnadir@ur.rochester.edu,
Transfer Credit (including study abroad): (as above)
FILM AND MEDIA STUDIES PROGRAM
Transfer credit (including study abroad):
Jason Middleton, (585) 275-9372, Morey 511, jason.middleton@rochester.edu

Major:
Jason Middleton, (as above)

Minor:
Jason Middleton, (as above)

GENDER, SEXUALITY, & WOMEN’S STUDIES
Students may contact SBAI Program Manager, Lattimore 538, (585) 275-6948, sbai@rochester.edu to be connected with an advisor, or visit the Advising page on SBAI's website.

Transfer credit (including Study Abroad):
Jean Pedersen, (585) 274-1019, jpedersen@esm.rochester.edu
Tanya Bakhmetyeva, (585) 273-5187, tatyana.bakhmetyeva@rochester.edu
Kristin Doughty, (585) 275-5155, Kristin.doughty@rochester.edu

Major: same
Minor: same

HISTORY
Transfer credit (including study abroad):
Pablo Sierra-Silva (585) 275-83541, Rush Rhees 458, pablo.sierra@rochester.edu

Major: same
Minor: same

Students may see any Advisor On-Call for initial advice.
The following people may sign off on documents for undergrads for this semester:
Pablo Sierra-Silva, Director of Undergraduate Studies
Laura Smoller, Chair

INTERDEPARTMENTAL PROGRAMS
Transfer credit (including study abroad):
Through Multidisciplinary Studies Center (MSC), Morey 206, (585) 276-5305, e-mail: msc@ur.rochester.edu

Major: Same (as above)
Minor: Same (as above)

INTERDEPARTMENTAL ENGINEERING
Transfer Credit (including study abroad): Lisa Norwood, (585) 275-4155, Lattimore 301, lisa.norwood@rochester.edu

Major: same

JEISH STUDIES
Minor: Aaron Hughes, (585) 275-9359, Rush Rhees 417, aaron.hughes@rochester.edu
Anne Merideth, (585) 275-9367, Rush Rhees 434, anne.merideth@rochester.edu
Nora Rubel, (585) 275-7215, Rush Rhees 425, nrubel@mail.rochester.edu
Michela Andreatta, (585) 275-7465, Rush Rhees 420, michelaandreatta@rochester.edu

Study Abroad transfer credit: Anne Merideth (as above)

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES
Minor (Including study abroad): Molly Ball, (585) 276-7184, Rush Rhees 449, mollycball@rochester.edu
LEGAL STUDIES
Minor (Including study abroad): Randall Curren, (585) 275-8112, Lattimore 532, randall.curren@rochester.edu
Kristin Doughty, (585) 275-5155, Lattimore 437, kristin.doughty@rochester.edu
Joshua Dubler, (585) 275-4756, Rush Rhees 428A, joshua.dubler@rochester.edu
J. Johnson, (585) 275-0622, Harkness 312, jd.johnson@rochester.edu

LINGUISTICS
Transfer credit (including study abroad): Maya Abtahian, (585) 275-4258, Lattimore 514, maya.r.abtahian@rochester.edu, Scott Grimm, 512 Lattimore Hall, scott.grimm@rochester.edu
Major: Same
Minor: Same

MATHEMATICS
Transfer credit (including study abroad): See a member of the Undergraduate Committee (http://www.sas.rochester.edu/mth/undergraduate/advising.html)
Major: Any faculty member
Minor: Same

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Transfer credit (including study abroad): J.-H. Nam, 585-273-4555, Hopeman 203, jong-hoon.nam@rochester.edu
Sarah Weise, (585) 275-4573, Hopeman 235, sweise@u.rochester.edu
Major: Student’s advisor
J.-H. Nam (as above)
Sarah Weise (as above)
Minor: J.-H. Nam (as above)
Sarah Weise (as above)
MT (Materials Science): John Lambropoulos, (585) 275-4070, Hopeman 216, jcl@me.rochester.edu
Sarah Weise (as above)

MEDIEVAL AND EARLY MODERN STUDIES
Minor (including study abroad): Donatella Stocchi-Perucchio, (585) 275-5723, Lattimore 405, donatella.stocchiperucchio@rochester.edu
T. Emil Homerin, (585) 275-4760, RRL 424, emilhomerin@rochester.edu
Richard Kaeuper, (585) 275-7878, RRL 441, richard.kaeuper@rochester.edu
R. Prendergast, (585) 275-4113, Lattimore 430, pdst@mail.rochester.edu
Sarah Higley, (585) 275-9261, Morey 411, sarah.higley@rochester.edu
MODERN LANGUAGES AND CULTURES

Transfer credit (including study abroad): Any faculty member listed below
(For the Spanish Program, please note the areas of specialization listed after each instructor’s name)

Majors and Minors:

CLT: Robert Doran, (585) 275-4251, Lattimore 414, robert.doran@rochester.edu
FR: Robert Doran, (585) 275-4251, Lattimore 414, robert.doran@rochester.edu, Julie Papaioannou, (585) 275-4251, Lattimore 427, julie.papaioannou@rochester.edu
GER: Susan Gustafson, (585) 275-4251, Lattimore 425, susangustafson@rochester.edu
IT: Donatella Stocchi-Perucchio, (585) 275-5723, Lattimore 405, donatella.stocchi-perucchio@rochester.edu, Teresa Murano (Language Placement only), (585) 275-4251, Lattimore 432A, teresamurano@gmail.com
JPN: William Bridges (JPNS Undergraduate Advisor A-M), (585) 275-4251, Lattimore 407, wbridges@u.rochester.edu, David Holloway (JPNS Undergraduate Advisor N-Z), (585) 275-4251, Lattimore 412, david.holloway@rochester.edu
RUS, RST: John Givens, (585) 276-5856, Lattimore 408A, johnngivens@rochester.edu
SP: Raúl Rodríguez-Hernández (Program Head, Cluster Exception, Placement Petitions, Take-Five, Study Abroad), (585) 275-4257, Lattimore 420, raul.rodriguez-hernandez@rochester.edu, Ryan Prendergast (Undergraduate Advisor N-Z, Transfers, Study Abroad), (585) 275-4251, Lattimore 430, rprender@ur.rochester.edu
Kirt Komocki (Language Placement only), (585) 275-4251 Lattimore 427, kkomacki@UR.rochester.edu
Claudia Schaefer (SP Undergraduate Advisor A-M, Transfers and Study Abroad Credit), (585) 275-4251, Lattimore 418, claudia.schaefer@rochester.edu

Minors:

CHI: Ping Pian, (585) 275-4251, Lattimore 404, ping.pian@rochester.edu, Elizabeth Weber, (585) 275-4251, Lattimore 402, e.e.weber@rochester.edu
KORE: Myounghee. Cho, (585) 275-4251, Lattimore 539, myounghee.cho@rochester.edu
PORT:
Maria Teresa Valdez, (585) 275-5156, Douglass Hall 305E, tvaldez.ur.rochester.edu
POLS:
Malgorzata Wojciechowka, (585) 276-1952, Harkness 101, wmalgorz@ur.rochester.edu

MUSIC

Transfer credit: (including study abroad) Matthew BaileyShea, (585) 275-9398, Dewey 1-310, matt.baileyshea@rochester.edu
Major: Matthew BaileyShea (as above)
Minor: Matthew BaileyShea (as above)

MUSIC and SOUND

Transfer credit (including study abroad):
See Melinda Adelman first (585) 275-0541, Meliora 363, madelma2@ur.rochester.edu
Bill Marvin, (585) 274-1076, 26 Gibbs St, bmarvin@esm.rochester.edu
Davy Temperley, (585) 274-1557, 26 Gibbs St, dtemperley@esm.rochester.edu
Minor: (See Melinda Adelman first, as noted above)
Bill Marvin (as above)
Davy Temperley (as above)
OPTICS
Transfer credit: Andrew Berger, (585) 275-4724, Goergen 405, ajberger@optics.rochester.edu
Julie Bentley, (585) 273-1687, Goergen 507, Bentley@optics.rochester.edu
Andrew Berger, (585) 273-4734, Goergen 405, ajberger@optics.rochester.edu
Thomas Brown, (585) 275-7816, Goergen 516, thomas.brown@rochester.edu
Dustin Newman, (585) 275-7764, Wilmot 106, dustin.newman@rochester.edu
Study Abroad transfer credit: Andrew Berger (see above)
Major: same
Minor: same

PHILOSOPHY
Transfer credit: William FitzPatrick, (585) 275-4105, Lattimore 525. William.fitzpatrick@rochester.edu
Randall Curren, Lattimore 532, randall.curren@rochester.edu
Study Abroad transfer credit: William FitzPatrick (as above)
Major: same
Minor: same

PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
Transfer credit (including study abroad): See the undergraduate coordinator first (B&L 211, ugcoordinator@pas.rochester.edu). If the course has been departmentally approved within the past 5 years, Linda Cassidy, (585) 2756679, B&L 211 can sign for either PHY or AST transfer credit. Otherwise, a syllabus must be submitted and a Course Approval signed by:
Physics (PHY): Frank Wolfs, (585) 275-4937, B&L 203A, wolfs@pas.rochester.edu
Astronomy (PAS): Eric Blackman, (585) 275-0537, B&L 417, blackman@pas.rochester.edu
Major: same
Minor: same

POLITICAL SCIENCE (includes International Relations)
Transfer credit:
Kevin Clarke, (585) 275-5217, Harkness 317, kevin.clarke@rochester.edu
Gerald Gamm, (585) 275-8573, Harkness 319, gerald.gamm@rochester.edu
Tasos Kalandrakis, (585) 273-4902, Harkness 109C, kalandrakis@rochester.edu
Bonnie Meguid, (585) 275-2338, Harkness 306, bonnie.meguid@rochester.edu
Bing Powell, (585) 275-4291, Harkness 313, gb.powell@rochester.edu
Lynda Powell, (585) 275-4291, Harkness 324, lynda.powell@rochester.edu
Curtis Signorino, (585) 275-4291, Harkness 303, curtis.signorino@rochester.edu
Study Abroad transfer credit: Any advisor
Major: same
Minor: same
Local Internships: Lynda Powell, (585) 275-4291, Harkness 324, lynda.powell@rochester.edu
Washington Seminar: Lynda Powell, (585) 275-4291, Harkness 324, lynda.powell@rochester.edu

PSYCHOLOGY
Transfer credit: M. J. Estrada, (585) 276-5274, Meliora 456, mestrada@ur.rochester.edu
Christopher Niemiec, (585) 275-0106, Meliora 436, christopher.niemiec@rochester.edu
Miron Zuckerman, (585) 275-8695, Meliora 431, miron.zuckerman@rochester.edu
Study abroad transfer credit: Christopher Niemec (as above)
Major:
M. J. Estrada (as above)
Christopher Niemiec (as above)
Miron Zuckerman (as above)
Minor: Same as Major
PUBLIC HEALTH-RELATED PROGRAMS

**Transfer Credit:** Appropriate faculty member (through Jennifer Sherwood, (585) 276-5305, Morey 206, jennifer.sherwood@rochester.edu)

**Major:** **See Jennifer Sherwood first as noted above**

HLP: M. McNulty, (585) 276-5305, Morey 206, m.mcnulty@rochester.edu

HBS: Nancy Chin, Morey 206, nancy.chin@rochester.edu

EPD: Edwin van Wijngaarden, (585) 275-1985, 255 Crittenden Blvd. RM 4W121, Edwin_van_Wijngaarden@urmc.rochester.edu

ENH: Edwin van Wijngaarden (as above)

BET: Richard Dees, (585) 275-8110, Lattimore 529, richard.dees@rochester.edu

RELIGION AND CLASSICS

**Transfer credit:** Nicholas Gresens, (585) 275-5112, RRL 435, nicholas.gresens@rochester.edu

Nora Rubel, (585) 275-7215, RRL 438, nora.rubel@rochester.edu

Anne Merideth, (585) 275-9367, RRL 434, anne.merideth@rochester.edu

**Study Abroad transfer credit:** Anne Merideth, (585) 275-9367, RRL 434, anne.merideth@rochester.edu

**Major:** Any full-time faculty member

**Minor:** Any full-time faculty member

RUSSIAN STUDIES

**Major (including Study Abroad credit):** John Givens, (585) 275-4253, Lattimore 408A, johngivens@rochester.edu

**Minor:** same

STATISTICS

**Transfer credit (including Study Abroad):**

Joseph Ciminelli, Hylan 708, joseph.ciminelli@rochester.edu

Maria McDermott, (585) 275-1031, Hylan 701, maria.mcdermott@rochester.edu

Katherine Grzesik, (585) 275-4338, Hylan 709, katherine.grzesik@rochester.edu

**Major:** Joseph Ciminelli (as above)

**Minor:** Joseph Ciminelli (as above)

SUSTAINABILITY

**Minor:** Karen Berger, (585) 275-7611, Hutchison 227B, karen.berger@rochester.edu

**Study Abroad credit:** Same

THEATER

See ENGLISH

VISUAL SCIENCE

**Minor (including study abroad):** Duje Tadin, (585) 275-8682, Meliora 310, dtadin@ur.rochester.edu

Tatiana Pasternak, (585) 275-8668, Rm 5-6409 S-Wing, Med. Ctr, tania@cvs.rochester.edu

Gregory Deangelis, (585) 275-8677, Meliora 310, gdeangelis@cvs.rochester.edu

WRITING, SPEAKING, & ARGUMENT PROGRAM:

**Primary Writing Requirement:** Petition online at [http://writing.rochester.edu/](http://writing.rochester.edu/)

**Transfer credit (including Study Abroad):** Matthew Bayne, (585) 273-3584, RR G-122, mbayne@ur.rochester.edu

Deb Rossen-Knill, (585) 273-3583, RR G-122, deb.rossen-knill@rochester.edu

**WRT 27X (272 – 277):** Matthew Bayne, (585) 273-3584, RR G-122, mbayne@ur.rochester.edu

Laura Jones, (585) 275-9063, RR G-138, laura.a.jones@rochester.edu

**Writing Studies Minor:** Deb Rossen-Knill (as above)

Stefanie Sydelnik, (585) 273-3584, RR G-122, stefanie.sydelnik@rochester.edu